The New Alliance (NA) is a set of agreements announced by the G8 in 2012 and 2013 that give large corporations a key role in agricultural development in Africa and require participating governments to provide incentives to agribusiness and expand corporate access to land, water, labor, and markets.

- Tanzania, Mozambique, Ghana, Ethiopia, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Malawi, Nigeria, Benin and Senegal have signed NA agreements.¹
- The NA was negotiated between governments and large-agribusiness without involvement from small-scale farmers’ associations.²

**FACT** THE NEW ALLIANCE REPRESENTS A REDUCTION OF AID AND PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN AFRICAN AGRICULTURE

- G8 countries pledged about $6 billion “in support of the goals of the New Alliance” from 2011-2018. Most of this is not new money, but previously committed aid. It’s a drastic reduction in comparison to the $22 billion the G8 promised for public investment in agriculture from 2009-2012, but failed to fully deliver.³
- Companies in the NA are planning for-profit investments. The largest of the 180 companies include: Yara (fertilizer), Dupont, Syngenta, Monsanto (seeds and chemicals), AGCO (tractors), Bunge, Cargill, Diageo, Louis Dreyfus, Kraft, and Unilever (agricultural commodities).⁴
- Research shows that small farms can sustain more livelihoods and produce more food per land area than large farms, like those the NA is promoting.⁵
- Research comparing countries in Southeast Asia and Africa has shown that public investment in small-scale farming is key to increasing food security and reducing poverty.⁶
- In spite of the urgent need for tax revenue to fund rural community development, New Alliance countries have agreed to reduce taxes on agribusiness, and the inputs used most heavily by large farms.⁷

**FACT** THE NEW ALLIANCE REPRESENTS A REDUCTION OF AID AND PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN AFRICAN AGRICULTURE

- The announcement of the New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition at the G-8 summit in May 2012 offers much lower investment pledges and gives greater emphasis to private agribusiness investment. Public and private investment may be complementary, but the goals of agribusiness, which focus on profits, do not necessarily correspond with the interests of smallholder farmers in improving income and food security, and neither do they necessarily help reduce poverty.”

*UN Conference on Trade and Development Report 2012*
FACT THE NEW ALLIANCE THREATENS RURAL COMMUNITY LAND AND CREATES SOCIAL INEQUALITY

- According to the NA agreements, almost all countries are starting land banks and/or offering land to investors before fully implementing the UN Committee on World Food Security’s land tenure guidelines, which prioritize the land needs of marginalized and vulnerable populations.
- A major feature of the NA is hub and out-grower schemes, in which agribusinesses are given large amounts of land in exchange for their state intention to work with small-scale farmers. The farming methods of large plantations are not always easily transferable to out-growers, and some companies will prefer to expand by acquiring more land. Either way, the result is often inequality and conflict in rural areas.8
- Many of the NA companies specialize in machinery, seeds, and chemicals, which are most appropriate for big new investors in agriculture rather than the existing smallholder community. Their business and lending practices will likely encourage land grabbing by local and national elites.9
- Several NA companies have already been involved in land-grabbing. For example, Cargill was discovered to be illegally buying up small farms in Colombia. Dominion Farms of Nigeria has been accused of land-grabbing in Kenya. Numerous NA projects in Tanzania will require the displacement of communities.10

FACT THE NEW ALLIANCE UNDERMINES BIODIVERSITY & SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL METHODS

- The New Alliance requires countries to facilitate the use of patented seeds, some of which have been genetically modified, leading to the loss of local varieties. Mozambique has even promised to stop the distribution of free seeds to poor farmers.11
- The NA encourages the replacement of public agricultural research with the services of chemical companies, making it unlikely that sustainable and ecological alternatives will be tested or implemented.

FACT OPPOSITION TO THE POLICIES AND PRACTICES OF THE NEW ALLIANCE IS NOT OPPOSITION TO PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT

- Small-scale farmers provide the overwhelming majority of private investment in agriculture. Provision of public services and infrastructure to rural communities will allow smallholders to make additional investments and increase food production.12
- Other investors can partner with small-scale farmers to help them utilize new methods, develop infrastructure, and reach markets. But it is crucial that farming communities have their own independent organizations to support them to retain control of their land and projects that affect them. The New Alliance fails to prioritize small-scale farmers. It provides an inappropriate framework for investment that endangers both food security and rural communities.
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ActionAid is a partnership between people in poor and rich countries, dedicated to ending poverty and injustice. We work with people all over the world to fight hunger, seek justice and education for women, hold companies and governments accountable, and cope with emergencies in over 40 countries.
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